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VISION
Globalization cannot succeed without the willingness and
ability of people and organizations to cooperate.
This is what the Transcultural Leadership Summit represents:
a hub of global thinking and an exchange platform for global leaders that are given the possibility to channel synergies
between their different approaches of leadership. Instead
of making differences of cultures apparent, transculturality
aims at identifying a commonly shared ground. We believe
that the Transcultural Leadership Summit with its approach
of bringing together nations, organizations and people of different backgrounds can contribute to the conceptualization
of innovative and interdiciplinary solutions which will be implemented by tomorrow´s leaders.
Maeve Gerding & Sebastian Urthaler
Project Lead of the Transcultural Leadership Summit
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DAY 1 - NOV 16, 2017
12:00		
13:00		

Arrival and check-in
Welcome | Maeve Gerding and Sebastian Urthaler

PART I 		

COOPERATION

13:20		
13:50		
		
14:20		
14:40		

Opening speech | Prof Josef Wieland “Transculturality and Global Value Creation”
Keynote | Michael Monnerjahn “Sub-Saharan Africa and Germany - Potentials for 			
Economic Cooperation”
Open discussion | Prof Josef Wieland and Michael Monnerjahn
Coffee, Cake and Culture

PART II 		

LEADERSHIP

15:10		
15:40		
16:10		
16:30		

Keynote | Bunmi Banjo “Transcultural Leadership in Sub-Saharan African Business”
Keynote | Dr Agnes Atim Apea “Women and Leadership in Sub-Saharan Africa”
Open discussion | Bunmi Banjo and Dr Agnes Atim Apea
Coffee, Cake and Culture

PART III

EDUCATING TOMORROW’S LEADERS

17:00		
		
17:30		
		
18:00		

Keynote | Prof Derick de Jongh “Education for Responsible Leadership and
Corporate Citizenship in Sub-Saharan Africa”
Keynote | Prof Stephen Adei “Educating Leaders - the Example of Ashesi
University College in Ghana”
Open discussion | Prof Derick de Jongh and Prof Stephen Adei

18:20		
19:00		
		

Reception
Conference Dinner
Dinner speech | Marcus A. Wassenberg “Transculturality at Rolls-Royce Power Systems”
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DAY 2 - NOV 17, 2017
8:30		
8:55		

Arrival
Welcome | Prof Josef Wieland

PART I		

ETHICS

9:00		

Keynote | Prof Thaddeus Metz “The Ethics of African Leadership”

PART II		

WORKSHOPS: SUB-SAHARAN SUCCESS STORIES

10:00		
10:15		

		
		
11:45		

Workshop introduction
Workshops:
Learning from Start-ups, African Governance, Sustainable Business Strategies in Agro-Industries,
Leadership in Sub-Saharan Africa, African Transcultural Values, Digitalization & Communication,
Benefits of Urbanism, Social Learning & Digital Skills
Presentation workshop results

12:15		
		
		
13:15		

Panel discussion “Success Stories of Sub-Saharan African Entrepreneurship”
Dr Agnes Atim Apea, Carl Heinrich Bruhn, Dr Boolaji Omitola,
Victoria Quaye, Prof Josef Wieland (chair)
Lunch

PART III

TRANSCULTURAL LEADERSHIP IN PRACTICE

14:15		
		
15:15		

Keynote | Andrea Nono “Leadership and Management in South African Enterprises –
Challenges and Factors of Success”
Coffee, Cake and Culture

16:00		
16:30		

Concluding speech | Prof Josef Wieland “Learning About Sub-Saharan Africa”
Thanks and goodbye | Maeve Gerding and Sebastian Urthaler
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WH ERE ARE OUR
SPEAKERS FROM?
8

2017

GERMANY
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Prof Josef Wieland

Director, Leadership Excellence
Institute Zeppelin, Zeppelin
University, Germany, Academic Lead of
the Transcultural Leadership Summit

INTRODUCING
TRANSCULTURALITY
So m e refl e ct i ons on Transc ultura l Lead ers h ip
To state that, in a globalized world, cooperation across cultures is needed to bring about prosperity and mutual gain
seems self-evident. In the context of global value creation, digitalization and cross-border innovation – to name but a
few of the ongoing dynamics –, we need to think and act across borders. However, what exactly might form the basis
of such cooperation? Can we suppose that there are global values or principles shared by everybody? And what does
this imply for leadership strategies?
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The answer is not straightforward. In terms of global values as a basis of cooperation, of course, many global declarations and international standards presuppose values like integrity, honesty, humanity, and justice – and, in principle,
most people from all over the world would agree to them. But at the same time, one important feature of values and
moral principles in general is their fuzziness: values are open for different interpretations with regard to their consequences for practical action in concrete local situations.

Glo b al valu es as a b as is fo r co o p erati on
Against this backdrop, we can’t simply take global values for granted, but we can describe them as the result of an
individual and collective learning process that has only just commenced. Leadership than is about strengthening these
learning processes towards developing further the common ground for global cooperation. At present, the starting
point of any debate or practice on the above must be people’s regional, national, and cultural affiliations, which implies
a very diverse, culture-driven understanding of values. Our world offers great cultural diversity – and will always continue to be shaped by it.
This being said, as mankind is a species, obviously there must be commonalities which may at least prepare the ground
for what might grow into shared values across cultures. It seems reasonable to assume that among those commonalities are the pre-social capabilities for empathy and inclusive rationality that allow man to interact in the first place: to
live together and work together to mutual advantage. Whenever these pre-social capabilities for empathy and inclusive
rationality are being applied to situations in which cooperating individuals have to come to terms with one another,
values emerge. Accompanying the process of civilization, it is this constant stream of continually emerging values that,
as a learning process, establishes the code of values of a community – be it a village, a region or a country.

Continuation >>
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Tra n s cu l t u ra l Le ade rship: Le arnin g p ro ces s es o n a glo b al s cale
Globalization, one might argue, has now set the stage for extending this learning process on a worldwide scale, since
those situations in which cooperating individuals have to come to terms with each other now increasingly occur between individuals from different cultures.
If our assumptions stated above are correct, these global “transactions” would thus bring forth truly global values: values that actually stem from real people doing real things together on a global scale. This is where transculturality and
transcultural leadership come in. Global cooperation becomes difficult if all attention is focused upon the differences
between cultures. In contrast to inter- and multicultural approaches, transculturality puts first what cultures already
have in common and what serves to create new commonalities. It constitutes a learning process that facilitates the
relationing of different cultural identities and perspectives through cooperation, mutual learning and non-normative
openness. Being a governance structure for relationing distinct perspectives, it is both the prerequisite for, and a resource of, effective and efficient global and local cooperation by making diversity’s productive potentials accessible
(and containing diversity’s destructive potentials).
From a practical angle, transculturality is about discursively and cooperatively identifying and – probably more importantly – generating those cultural commonalities that are necessary to start the cooperation, and lead it to success. To
manage the relationing of different perspectives and to enable the corresponding learning processes requires competencies of our present and future leaders that go beyond traditional leadership concepts.
Effective transcultural leadership is about responding to the challenges of the increasingly complex economical and
societal developments that we face in today’s world – and about accessing the potentials that cross-cultural cooperation bears, not only in terms of economic value creation, but also in terms of the creation of a truly global ethos. The
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Transcultural Leadership Summit provides a platform for tackling these issues and their implications. Welcoming today’s
and tomorrow’s leaders from all over the world, the Summit wants to facilitate and encourage inspirational encounters
and discussions on transcultural learning and its potentials. With this year’s focus on Sub-Saharan Africa, we want to
center our attention on this region’s dynamically growing future markets and rapidly changing societal and political
developments.

Sub-Sah aran Africa: Th e n ect h u b of glo b aliz ati on
The trends of globalization, including the worldwide reach of value chains and political and societal initiatives, put
Sub-Saharan Africa on the stage and strengthen its potential of being the next hub of globalization. Global value creation opens up new opportunities, not only in terms of the development of countries individually, but also in terms of
cross-border cooperation and transcultural processes in business and society – this is why we have chosen the title
“Learning about Sub-Saharan Africa” for our Summit.
The Transcultural Leadership Summit thereby aims to contribute towards the emergence of
global leadership skills and the management of diversity for successful transcultural cooperation between Sub-Saharan
Africa and Germany. Exchanging ideas, telling success stories, learning from each other, being creative and open-minded – all these are features that lie at the core of our concept of transculturality. We are all most cordially invited to
become part of this endeavor.
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INTERVIEW WITH OUR MAIN
SPONSOR ROLLS-ROYCE POWER
Wh at d o es tran s cu ltu ral lead ers h ip mean for a
SYSTEMS
co m p any like Ro lly-Royce Power System s?
Being a globally acting company operating in 130 countries, transcultural leadership is essential for us. We face cultural
heterogeneity not only vis-à-vis our headquarters in the UK and our subsidiaries, customers and suppliers all over the
world, but also within our local staff here in Friedrichshafen. Our teams and projects become more and more international, they literally cross borders. To me, transcultural leadership means that we are fully aware of the potentials of
cultural diversity, and that we systematically bank on it in order to remain a forerunner of industrial innovation.

Co n s i n d e r i n g your ow n expe rie nces with co mp an ies fro m all over th e
wo r l d - w h i ch c halle nge s of le aders h ip will we en co u nter in th e fu tu re?
Given the continually growing complexity in an increasingly digitized and globalized business sector, with a great variety
of stakeholders and stakeholder expectations to be considered, the challenges for a globally operating company like
ours are manifold. Speaking from a managerial perspective, my prediction would be that the management of global
value chains continues to assume ever greater relevance. This said, the greatest leadership challenges will probably
arise from the “unknown unknowns” – developments that cannot be foreseen but which to address quickly and comprehensively once they come will be of the essence. In my opinion, the Transcultural Leadership approach, thanks to its
dynamic nature and solution- orientation, may prepare us for the event of such contingencies.
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Marcus A. Wassenberg
CFO, Rolls-Royce Power Systems AG,
Germany
Why d o you think building bridges b etween s ead o n ed p rofes s io n als
and t h e “l e a de rs of tomorrow is s o imp o rtant?
The so-called leaders of tomorrow often bring different perspectives and ideas to the table and are frequently more up-todate with regard to the most recent trends and debates than we ourselves. Conversely, experienced professionals know how
to start a career and get it up to cruising altitude. Thus, the exchange between professionals and young leaders is mutually
beneficial. In addition, we’re obviously keen to identify talents that could become members of the RRPS family in the future.

Wh at is it that make s th e Tran s cu ltu ral Lead ers h ip Su m m it s p e c i a l ?
It’s as I said – the Summit brings together renowned experts, managers, young professionals and students from different cultural backgrounds, providing a platform for them to discuss various aspects of transcultural leadership in the
context of a specific focus region. That in itself makes the event unique and highly topical. After the successful inaugural Summit last year, I hope to engage again in many interesting conversations and to gather further insights about
transculturality, leadership, and of course Sub-Saharan Africa.
15
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Since Katharina founded Zeppelin University’s debating club “The
Soapbox - Club für Rhetorik und Debating” in her first semester,
she has gained extensive experience in event moderation. Be it
opening speeches for art exhibitions, Zeppelin University’s Facebook live broadcast covering the German parliamentary elections
or a panel discussion with the head of one of Germany’s most
read online newspapers, SPIEGEL ONLINE: Katharina is keen to
get to know her guests on stage and and foster communication
and understanding. Having lived in France, England, Poland and
Japan she is curious about cultural exchange and transculturality.

MOD ERATOR
16

Katharina
Koerth
Student (BA/SPE) Zeppelin
University, Germany

OUR SP EAKERS

Transcultural Leadership Summit

Welcome speech | Transculturality and Global
Value Creation
(Day 1, 13:20)
Prof Wieland is the director of the Leadership Excellence Institute
Zeppelin | LEIZ and holds the Chair of Institutional Economics – Organizational Governance, Integrity Management & Transcultural Leadership at Zeppelin University.

Prof Josef
Wieland
Director, Leadership Excellence
Institute Zeppelin, Zeppelin
University, Germany
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Prof Wieland is an expert in the field of Compliance and Business Ethics. He is an adviser and compliance monitor for the European Bank of
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the World Bank. Josef
Wieland received the Max Weber Award for Business Ethics of the Association of German Industry in 1999, and the Research Award of the
state of Baden-Wuerttemberg in 2004.
In the context of the German G20 presidency in 2016/2017, Prof
Wieland was part of the Think20 process, co-leading the working
group “Sustainability in Global Value Chains“.
Prof Wieland will welcome you at the conference with an opening
speech about transculturality and global value creation. On day two of
the Conference, he will chair the panel discussion on “Success Stories
of Sub-Saharan African Entrepreneurship” and conclude the Summit
with his remarks on “Learning about Sub-Saharan Africa”.
We are very fortunate to have him on board!

2017

Key note | Sub-Saharan Africa and
Germany - Potentials for Economic
Cooperation ( Da y 1, 13: 50)
Michael Monnerjahn has been Manager for Public Relations of the
German–African Business Association since 2005. He is responsible for Publications and CRM. He studied political science and law
in Bremen, Durham and Hamburg and holds a Diploma in political
science.

Michael
Monnerjahn

The German-African Business Association sees itself as an excellent link between all institutions which are interested in economic
relations with Africa. As a representative of the German-African
Business Association, he will introduce the potential of economic
opportunities in Sub-Saharan Africa. He will co-host the open discussion with Prof Wieland to share his experiences with us.
We are very glad to welcome Michael Monnerjahn at the Lake of
Constance!

Manager CRM and Publications,
German-African Business Association
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Key n ote | Transcultural Leadership in
Sub-Saharan African Business
(Da y 1, 15 : 1 0 )
Bunmi Banjo is a dynamic business leader passionate about helping people to create economic opportunities escially in developing
markets.
With more than 15 years of experience in North America, Asia
and Africa she is currently responsible for Google’s Growth Engine & Brand Lead in Africa.
This includes the company’s effort to equip millions of young
citizens and SMEs with digital skills for future jobs and business
growth. In her speech “Transcultural Leadership in Sub-Saharan
African Business” on day 1 of our Summit, she will share her experiences with us and give us some insights in her work. On Day
2, she will lead the workshop on “Digitalization & Communication”.
We are more than happy to welcome an ambassador of such a big
and powerful enterprise.
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Bunmi
Banjo
Head of Brand & Digital Skills,
Google Africa, South Africa
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Key note | Women and Leadership in
Sub-Saharan Africa
( Da y 1, 15:40)

Dr Agnes
Atim Apea
Founder and CEO of Hope
Development Initiative, Uganda

Dr Agnes Atim Apea will give a talk about “Women and Leadership
in Africa”. Dr Apea is a vivid example for empowerment among
women. She is the founder of the ‘Hope Development Initiative’
(HDI), whose aim it is to provide services to female farmers in
Northern Uganda. She enables mothers to provide school education to their children and benefit from a better health care. Furthermore, she is a well-esteemed gender and development consultant cooperating with the African Union, the Commonwealth,
the United Nations Agencies and, most recently, the Uganda
Women Parliamentary Association and the Pan African Parliament.
Dr Apea’s work is globally appreciated and respected. In
2015/16 she became Africa’s Most Influential Woman in
Agriculture and received the Golden Jubilee Medal from the
President of Uganda. She was also mentioned on the list of BBC’s
100 inspirational and innovative women for 2017. We are looking forward to her input and to learning from her perspectives.
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Prof Derick
de Jongh

Key n ote | Education for Responsible
Leadership and Corporate Citizenship
in Sub-Saharan Africa
Director, The Albert Luthuli Centre
(Da y 1, 15 : 1 0 )
Let us welcome the South African speaker Professor Derick de
Jongh! In his keynote on “Education for Responsible Leadership
and Corporate Citizenship in Sub-Saharan Africa”, Derick de Jongh
will discuss the topic of educating tomorrow’s leaders.
In the open discussion, as well as in the workshop, Derick de Jongh
leads jointly with Dr Angelica Marte on day 2 of the Conference,
he will debate Leadership in Sub-Saharan Africa with us. Derick de
Jongh is the Director of the Albert Luthuli Centre for Responsible
Leadership at the University of Pretoria and founder of the Centre
for Corporate Citizenship at the University of South Africa. The focal areas of his work include corporate responsibility, responsible
leadership and global environmental change. We are more than
happy that he is part of our Summit!
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for Responsible Leadership,
University of Pretoria, South Africa

2017

Keynote | Educating Leaders - the Example of
Ashesi University College in Ghana
(Day 1, 17:30)
Prof Stephen Adei took the journey from Ghana to join our
conference! He teaches business administration at Ashesi University College in Ghana. Ashesi’s mission is to educate a new
generation of ethical and entrepreneurial leaders in Africa by
cultivating within her students critical thinking skills, concern
for others and the courage it will take to transform a continent.

Prof Stephen
Adei

Prof Adei will give a keynote on how to educate leaders – vividly
illustrated by the example of his own university, Ashesi University College. We are looking forward to learning from Prof Adei
and are more than delighted to call him one of our speakers!

Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
at Ashesi University College, Ghana
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Dinner speech | Transculturality at
Rolls-Royce Power Systems
Marcus A. Wassenberg is Chief Financial Officer of RollsRoyce Power Systems which is part of the British technology and engineering group Rolls-Royce. He heads the
Corporate Services division of the company and is also
Labour Director and member of the Board of Management
of MTU Friedrichshafen, the Rolls-Royce Power Systems
subsidiary.

Marcus A.
Wassenberg
CFO, Rolls-Royce Power Systems AG,
Germany
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In the various major leadership positions he has held,
Mr Wassenberg has made a significant contribution to
international decision-making, and will be giving us his
thoughts in a dinner speech.
Once again our main sponsor, Rolls-Royce Power Systems
believes in our mission and our vision of transcultural
leadership. Thanks to its financial support, we can bring
our ideas and concepts to life. We are delighted to welcome Mr Wassenberg to this event and we thank RollsRoyce Power Systems for its continued trust and support.
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Key n ote | The Ethics of African
Leadership ( Da y 2 , 9 : 0 0 )
Thaddeus Metz will be giving a keynote about the “Ethics of African Leadership“ and lead the workshop “African Transcultural Values”. He is Distinguished Professor
at the University of Johannesburg where he is affiliated
with the Department of Philosophy. He is particularly
well known for attracting a global audience to the African tradition of philosophy. Furthermore, he argues for
relational values and that they should be taken seriously
as an alternative to the more individualist Western tradition.

Prof Thaddeus
Metz
Dept. of Philosophy, University of
Johannesburg, South Africa

He has published more than 200 books, chapters, and
articles, with several works translated into, inter alia,
Chinese, Persian, Polish, and Portuguese. We feel highly
honored to welcome Prof Metz at our
Transcultural Leadership Summit!
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Key note | Leadership and Management in South African Enterprises –
Challenges and Factors of Success
(Da y 2, 14:15)

Andrea
Nono
Managing Director, MTU South
Africa (Pty) Ltd, South Africa
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Andrea Nono will speak about “Leadership and Management in South African Enterprises – Challenges and Factors of Success” on the second day of the conference.
Andrea Nono is the CEO of MTU South Africa (Pty) Ltd,
a Rolls-Royce Power Systems company that represents
its brands in over 30 countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa
region. Rolls-Royce Power Systems is a world leader in
engines, propulsion systems and distributed power generation plants.
Nono has over 17 years of experience in the industry. She
has lived and worked in Germany and the USA before she
moved to South Africa in 2014. We are looking forward
to her speech and are proud to welcome her presentation
at Zeppelin University.

OUR WORKSHOPS

Transcultural Leadership Summit

LE A R NING F ROM S TA RT-U PS
The Workshop on start-ups will offer participants insights on opportunities and challenges to succeed as a startup entrepreneur in Sub-Saharan Africa. The workshop will centre upon the story of how selling water to domestic
and industrial customers became a successful business model.
The story will be told by sustainable-water-solutions expert, Victoria Quaye, CEO of NaaviQ Co., Ghana. Participants will learn about business models that focus on how to identify and overcome barriers that often stand
in the way of young entrepreneurs and leaders in Sub-Sahara Africa. The workshop will be interactive and practice-oriented. We will take personal experiences into account, find simple solutions to frequently ocurring problems and bust some popular myths. We are excited to welcome everyone who is interested in competitive startups, social projects and young leadership.
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Victoria Quaye

Michael Kusi Appiah

CEO of NaaviQ Company
Limited, Ghana

Doctorial candidate of
Ethics & Responsible
Leadership in Business

AF R I CA N G OV ERN AN C E:
CUR R E N T C H AL L EN G ES & FU T U RE PROSPECTS

2017

Africa is shaped by its diverse cultures. After the end of colonialism, most African states were more decentralized
and allowed for greater regional autonomy. At the same time concessions were granted to local elites who, as a
result, disentangled themselves from traditional regional leaders. Some of the crises of governance witnessed in
the continent have been ascribed to this development. The people lost touch with the leaders who thus remain
unaccountable. However recent data show that Africa is making substantial progress. Economic developments
are registered.
Future governance and leadership must be able to mobilize inherent advantages of diversity to foster the latest
advancement that can be attributed to the strong diversity. An increase of conversation among the cultures, tapping into their strengths, is particularly important regarding cultures with transcultural values of leadership and
governance to reposition the continent to be able to manage the challenges of globalization. Everyone interested
in discussing these aspects with our expert, Dr Omitola from Nigeria, is invited to join this workshop!

Dr Bolaji Olumuyiwa
Omitola
Osun State University in
Osogbo, Nigeria

Cara Thielen
Student (BA/SPE),
Zeppelin University
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LE A DE R S H I P I N S U B -SAH ARAN AF RICA
The aim of this workshop is to find answers to questions on how to develop a transcultural and responsible
leadership approach that is addressing current and future leadership challenges, focusing on Sub-Saharan Africa.
The first part of the workshop will be an input, the second part an interactive group session, and the third part
a discussion. Topical concepts of transformational change and responsible leadership will be presented to find
answers to the main questions: What does transcultural and transformational change actually mean? And how
does leadership take place in this process? We focus on the practical implications of these concepts for leaders,
organizations, and processes.
The workshop will be headed by two experts in the field. Prof Derick de Jongh is a well-known expert for questions concerning leadership in general and responsible leadership in particular. Dr Angelica V. Marte is a visiting
researcher at LEIZ, an entrepreneuer and a certified executive coach.

Prof Derick de Jongh

Dr Angelica Marte

Daniel Kuchenbauer

University of Pretoria,
South Africa

Zeppelin University,
Germany

Student (BA/CME),
Zeppelin University
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S US TA IN A B L E B U S I N ES S S TRAT EG IES IN AG RO-IN D U ST RY
This workshop is about innovative business models in Sub-Saharan Africa. Our aim is to understand such business models and to extrapolate into a wider context of application. Specifically, we are dealing with the business
model of Amatheon Agri, a Berlin-based farming and food processing company operating in Sub-Saharan Africa.
The Workshop will examine how responsible agri investments can create win-win scenarios for both companies
and communities, and how the combination of large-scale and small-scale farming is critical for the future. The
Workshop will be headed by Carl H. Bruhn. Mr. Bruhn is founder and CEO of Amatheon Agri Holding NV. As an
experienced agronomist and entrepreneur, he has been in the agribusiness sector for more than 20 years. The
workshop has been devised for participants with an interest in sustainable business strategies bridging profit and
community inclusion.

Carl Heinrich Bruhn

Nicolas Göller

CEO of Amatheon Agri
Holding NV, Germany

Student (BA/SPE),
Zeppelin University
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AFR I CA N T RAN S C U LT U RA L VALU ES
In a globalized world where people from different cultures routinely come into contact, on what basis should they
interact with each other? Given international problems such as climate change, forced migration, sustainable
development and infectious diseases, how should those with different values relate? Too often Western values
have become the default position in the context of global conventions and engagements. What would a more
evenhanded and inclusive approach involve?
This presentation explores two major answers. One is to discover pre-existing values that are universally shared,
while another is to create values that various cultures can accept. In the end, you have explored two alternative
ways to cope with global transculturality.
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Prof Thaddeus Metz

Karina Reisenegger

University of
Johannesburg, South
Africa

Student (BA/CCM),
Zeppelin University

DI GITA LIZ AT I ON & COM M UN ICAT ION : T H E EXAMPLE OF
GOO GLE A F RI C A

2017

Against the backround of a fast-moving world, in which digitalization increasingly leads the way, the aim of the
workshop is to get an insight into digitalization in Sub-Sahara Africa. With Bunmi Banjo, the workshop will be led
by a well-renowned expert. Thanks to her experience in the corporate world and, more specifically, her current
responsibilities as a Head of Brand & Digital Skills for Google in Africa, she will be able to give us valuable insights.
In her position as project manager of the Digital Skills for Africa program, she helps connect millions of people
with each other, and to grow their digital skills in order to improve their global employability. The workshop will
appeal to anyone interested in discussing the benefits of digitalization in Sub-Sahara Africa.

Bunmi Banjo

Kim-Kelly Binder

Sophia Junginger

Head of Brand &
Digital Skills, Google
Africa, South Africa

Student (BA/CME),
Zeppelin University

Student (BA/CCM),
Zeppelin University
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BENE F ITS OF U RBA N I S M
Sub-Saharan Africa being one of the fastest growing areas in the world, the question of how to plan and set up
sustainable urbanization processes is unavoidable. How may possible solutions look like if cities grow by over
100’000 inhabitants per year? What does urbanization from an African perspective include and require? What
can Europe learn from it?
The goal is to give an overview about the challenges of Africa’s incredibly fast urban development and discuss
inclusive strategies able to tackle this development.
The workshop will be held by Mandu dos Santos Pinto, who is a specialist in sustainable construction and urban
development. He is an architect and consultant on urban development in Africa. He is an advisor to governmental
and other institutions, and conducts urban development and infrastructure projects in an international context.
Interested in urbanization processes and the general development of Sub- Sahara Africa? Join us!
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Mandu dos Santos Pinto

Clemens Horn

Mandu | architexture,
urbanizm & consulting

Student (BA/SPE),
Zeppelin University

S O CIA L LE A RN I N G & D I G I TA L SK ILLS:
SA P ´ S E NGAG EM EN T I N AF RICA
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This workshop is about the design of knowledge transfer processes in Sub-Saharan Africa. Our aim is to understand such processes and to explore how they can become success stories for different stakeholders. Specifically,
we are focusing on operations of SAP SE, the market leader in enterprise application software. Knowledge is an
essential part of these operations and influences leadership in business and society. Projects of SAP are empowering local communities and organizations to work efficiently. One step to achieve this is the “Africa Code Week”
where children are taught coding skills to open a path to a successful future.
This workshop will appeal to those interested in how knowledge can be transferred to achieve better leadership
in various global and local contexts.

Alexandra van der Ploeg

Sunil Geness

Dr Lars Satow

Lukas Törner

Global CSR Program
Director, SAP SE

Director Government
Relations and CSR, SAP
Africa

Knowledge Principal
Consultant, Knowledge
Transfer & Education,
SAP SE

Student (MA/Business
Adminstration), Zeppelin
University
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OUR TEAM
The Transcultural Leadership Summit is a project organized by a group of highly motivated Zeppelin University
students in cooperation and under the guidance of the
Leadership Excellence Institute Zeppelin | LEIZ. United
in their passion for transculturality, our team members
come from diverse backgrounds and degree programs.
Starting twelve months ago, the team managed to plan,
develop, and organize a truly extraordinary event.
We want to thank our marketing team, our attendee
team, our sponsoring team, our finance expert, our
content team and our event team for their dedication!
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Save the date: November 8 / 9, 2018.

THE T R A N S C U LT U RAL C ARAVAN
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